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INTRODUCTION

The blockchain industry has seen tremendous growth 
ever since the introduction of Bitcoin. There are 
multiple projects to integrate blockchain technology 
and the daily life of any person. 
 
BikoMex Token (BMX) is a cryptocurrency built on 
the Ethereum network. The token is designed to have 
real-life applications including shopping rewards, 
crowdfunding participation, and BikoLife rewards. 

The BikoMex Development Team had this 
following question to solve, “How do we integrate 
cryptocurrencies into the daily lives of regular 
people?”



Development of Cryptocurrencies

Cryptocurrencies have been evolving ever since 
the introduction of Bitcoin. Bitcoin began as a 
P2P digital payment system based on a ‘token’ or 
‘Bitcoin’ that is issued by the miners of the network. 
Now, cryptocurrencies are used everywhere. 
There are projects to enable P2P content transfer, 
P2P ride sharing, and a lot more decentralized 
applications. 

The blockchain industry’s future is bright with 
the fascinating advantages of a decentralized 
economy. However, there are not yet many actual 
usable cryptocurrencies in the daily lives of regular 
people. That is the question our team began to 
work on solving together.
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What is BMX Token?

There are many cryptocurrency projects in the 
world. According to Coinmarketcap.com, there are 
about more than 2,000 projects. The BMX token 
is developed on the Ethereum blockchain to take 
advantage of the vast cryptocurrency ecosystem 
that the cryptocurrency. However, our BMX token is 
focused on “Integrating the daily life and blockchain”.  
Our team developed BikoLife to provide an actual use 
case of the cryptocurrency.
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USE CASE

BMX
&

BikoLife
SHOPPING

CROWDFUNDING STAKING

REWARD

CURRENCYPAYMENT

BMX Token Use Case is heavily related with our self-
developed application BikoLife. Based on our application, our 
use cases are separated into shopping, payment, currency, 
reward, crowdfunding, and staking.



WHAT IS BIKOLIFE?
Until now, blockchain and cryptocurrencies and daily lives were very 
separated. However, Bikolife brings blockchain and cryptocurrency to 
a daily application for regular users. When using BMX tokens to shop 
at BikoLife, users can receive shopping discounts. 

BikoLife application also has a mobile wallet to send, receive, deposit, 
and withdraw cryptocurrencies.



LEADERSHIP
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ROADMAP

2019 1Q~ 2Q

2019 4Q

2019 3Q

Project 
Development

BMX Upgrade

BMX Enlisting



DISCLAIMER

This litepaper’s purpose is to present an overview of the BMX 
token. The information presented is not comprehensive and 
should not be relied upon as the sole source of knowledge. 

All of the information provided within this litepaper is 
provided “as is” with no warranties.


